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Abstract— In Communication Based Train control handoff 

latency is a challenging factor in wireless technology.In this 

paper handoff latency is reduced by make before break 

scheme.By this scheme signal detected without multiple 

radio transceiver at Mobile Station instead two antennas are 

used one at front end and other at back end which connects 

with new and old access point respectively. Information  

about train is sent inSpace Time Block Code through which 

interference is cancelled. With Multiple Input Multiple 

Output Maximum Ratio Combining   Signal to Noise Ratio 

is increased.The channel is estimated using Mean Square 

Error  and Bit Error Rate and distance between two APs are 

calculated.The information about train is encrypted to 

protect from hackers using Advanced Encryption Standard 

algorithm.The result shows that using MIMO can 

significantly reduce handoff latency for CBTC services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Communication based train control systems are advanced 

train control systems utilizing continuous, high capacity, 

bidirectional wireless communications. In CBTC system, 

the wireless technology that enables data communications 

between the train and the control center on the wayside is 

one of the key design considerations. CBTC systems are 

used to exchange control, location and other data between 

the train and the wayside control center. The 2.4GHz 

wireless local area network  (WLAN)  technology based on 

the IEEE 802.11 standards is widely used in urban rail 

transit systems due to the wide availability of commercial-

off-the-shelf WLAN equipment and open IEEE 802.11 

standards. The IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs has been 

developed to provide wireless access in the office and 

campus environments. However, the procedures for handoff 

between access points (APs) are not well supported. To 

improve the train control performance in CBTC WLAN 

systems “break-before-make” schemes are used.  When a 

train moves along the rail, its mobile station (MS) would 

need to switch from one AP to the next frequently to 

guarantee continuous data transmissions between the train 

and wayside devices, since the coverage of each AP is quite 

limited.        

In general during the handoff procedure data 

packets will be lost if no AP forwarding schemes are 

implemented. In our process we propose a MIMO assisted 

handoff (MAHO) scheme for CBTC WLAN system with 

two antennas or more antennas configured on train and each 

AP. The distinct features of the work are given here. 

Considering the features of the urban railway 

communication system, the triggering of the handoff is 

based on the location of the train. In the scheme the mobile 

station does not  hand off  to  the  new  AP by comparing the 

signal strength, signal to noise ratio (SNR) or any other 

signal transmission related parameters of the APs.  

Instead, it will start the handoff procedure when the 

train has reached the handoff location. The location based 

handoff is proposed to take advantage of the fact that the 

train in CBTC system can acquire its locations accurately in 

real time. The train position information from the MS is sent 

simultaneously with handoff signaling by means of MIMO-

MRC. The signaling and data packets are recovered at the 

APs.The train control information from different APs is sent 

in the space-time block code (STBC) diversity mode. The 

handoff performance, including the bit error rate (BER) of 

the handoff signaling, the handoff latency, the error free 

period and the impacts on the distance, is analyzed and 

compared with traditional handoff schemes.  

In the proposed method, the handoff procedure is 

triggered by the location of the train. When the handoff is 

triggered, the station keeps connection with old AP by one 

antenna on the train and set up a connection with new AP by 

another antenna at the same time. The interference at the 

station between two APs is cancelled by MIMO signal 

detection techniques and interference cancelling algorithms. 

In CBTC environments, the APs are planned to assure that 

even in the border of coverage area the received power 

exceeds the minimum receiver sensitivity by more than 

10dB, which guarantees the reliability of the data 

transmission and makes the signal detection algorithm 

feasible. With the SNR over certain thresholds, the MIMO-

MRC signal detection and interference cancellation 

algorithms can be reliably applied and the “make with-

break” can be realized without  multiple radio transceivers at 

the MS. 

A. MIMO: 

In frequency-selective channels, the use of multiple input 

multiple-output (MIMO) systems in combination with 

cyclic-prefixed orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM) is an efficient approach to support reliable 

transmission at high data rates. Recently, space-time 

frequency block coding (STFBC) schemes have been 

proposed for MIMO-OFDM systems, where coding is 

applied across multiple OFDM blocks to jointly exploit 

spatial, temporal, and frequency diversity.  

A proper design of the coding rule can assure a 

remarkable performance improvement over the simpler 

space-time block coding (STBC) and space frequency block 
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coding (SFBC) techniques.System modelling, code design, 

and performance analysis of MIMO-OFDM systems 

employing STFBC are typically developed by assuming that 

the length MCPc of the cyclic prefix (CP) is greater than the 

order Lh of the underlying MIMO finite-impulse response 

(FIR) channel, i.e., MCPc ≥ Lh. In such a case, the inter 

block interference (IBI) between OFDM symbols can be 

eliminated by discarding the CP before performing an M-

point Discrete Fourier Transform. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram for MIMO Transmitter 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram for MIMO Receiver 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Performance Analysis of Mimo-Mrc In Double-

Correlated Rayleigh Environments: 

M.R.mckay, A.J. grant, and I. B. Collings. consider 

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmit beam 

forming systems with maximum ratio combining (MRC) 

receivers.         

The operating environment is Rayleigh-fading with 

both transmit and receive spatial correlation. We present 

exact expressions for the probability density function of the 

output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as well as the system 

outage probability.Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 

antenna technology can provide significant improvements in 

capacity and error performance over conventional single-

antenna technology, without requiring extra power or 

bandwidth 

B. A Position-based Access Scheme for High-speed 

Railway Communications: 

Yuzhe Zhou , Bo Ai proposed a position-based access factor 

is therefore proposed to balance performance metrics of the 

handover call dropping probability, the new call blocking 

probability, and the system resource utilization.    

This scheme utilizes the high-speed train position 

and speed information and the high-speed railway 

communication scenario to assist access control. In addition, 

different multimedia application types are considered.  

 

C. Handoff Management in Communication Based Train 

Control Networks using Stream Control Transmission 

Protocol:           

Li Zhu, Fei Richard Yu, Bin Ning and Tao TangZhu 

propose a handoff management scheme for CBTC networks 

using stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) and 

IEEE 802.11p WLANs to provide high communication 

availability and low latency in CBTC networks.         

Communication-based train control networks using 

WLANs have stringent requirements for wireless 

communication availability and latency. In this article, we 

studied the handoff management issues in CBTC 

networks.We presented a CBTC network based  SCTP and 

IEEE 802.11p WLANs to provide high communication 

availability and low latency in CBTC networks.     

The handoff decision problem was modeled as a 

SMDP with  the objectives of minimizing the handoff 

latency and maximizing the SCTP throughput 

III. PROPOSED STRATEGY 

Handoff signaling is lower than traditional schemes when 

the data rates are not more than 13Mbps.The required inter-

site distance, are analyzed and compared with traditional 

break-before-make schemes.In this paper we propose a 

MIMO assisted handoff (MAHO) scheme for CBTC WLAN 

system with two antennas or more antennas configured on 

train and each AP. 

A. System Architecture: 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram for System Architecture 

B. Communication Based Train Control (CBTC) 

Communication based train control (CBTC) systems are 

advanced train control systemsutilizing continuous, high 

capacity, bidirectional wireless communications. CBTC 

systems are used to exchange control, location and other 

data between the train and the wayside control center. 

C. Multiple Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) 

In frequency-selective channels, the use of multiple input 

multiple-output (MIMO) systems in combination with 

cyclic-prefixed orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM) is an efficient approach to support reliable 

transmission at high data rates. 

D. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 

The basic handoff in WLAN is described in the IEEE 

802.11. This process performed by 

1) Discovery: The discovery process can either be 

active or passive. 
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2) Re-authentication: MS authenticates with the best 

suitable AP found in the first phase. 

3) Association: Once the MS is authenticated with the 

newAP, it sends a Re-association Request to the 

new AP. In response, the new AP sends a Re-

association. 

E. HANDOFF (HO) 

It is a process which maintains continuity of a call or a 

session of a mobile station (MS) while moving in and out of 

the coverage area of different cells by changing the current 

channel in the current cell into a new channel when the MS 

moves into a new cell. 

F. MIMO Assisted Handoff (MAHO) 

MIMO signal detection and interference cancellation 

algorithms can be reliably applied and the”make-with-

break” scheme is realized without multiple radio 

transceivers. 

G. Flow Diagram: 

 
Fig. 4: Flow Diagram 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The performance can be evaluated using algorithms and is 

simulated using MATLAB simulator. In the simulations, 

The channel is estimated using Mean Square Error (MSE) 

and Bit Error Rate (BER) and distance between two APs are 

calculated. 

 
Fig. 5: A. MSE vs SNR 

Fig A. shows Here channel mean square error is 

calculated with signal to noise ratio.and least mean square 

error.thus the datas are not lost. Therefore hanfoff latency is 

decreased. 

 
Fig. 6: Received Signal Strength 

Fig B. represents the velocity of train andreceived 

signal strength by AP. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Train-ground communication is one of the key technologies 

for the control center in the ground to control the train 

effectively in CBTC system. The WLAN handoff process 

has significant impacts on the train control performance in 

CBTC systems. In this paper,  handoff scheme in CBTC 

communication system with multiple input and multiple 

output. Unlike existing handoff algorithms, we use location 

based method to initiate the probe procedure. Handoff 

signaling and normal data packets are transmitted by 

different antennas, so that the handoff procedures can 

proceed without interrupting normal data transmissions. 

MIMO multiplexing mode and STBC interference 

cancelation algorithm called Alamouti scheme are applied to 

the concurrent transmissions of train control information and 

handoff signaling. Simulation results show that the proposed  

scheme can reduce the handoff latency substantially.The 

distance between train and AP and distance between two AP 

and BER  are calculated with channel estimation. The 

information about train is encrypted to protect from hackers 

using AES algorithm. 
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